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DESY 11-106Di�use Galati Gamma Rays at intermediate and high latitudes.I. Constraints on the ISM propertiesIlias Cholis,1,2, � Maryam Tavakoli,1,2, y Carmelo Evoli,1,3, z Lua Maione,4, 5, x and Piero Ullio1,2, {1SISSA, Via Bonomea, 265, 34136 Trieste, Italy2INFN, Sezione di Trieste, Via Bonomea 265, 34136 Trieste, Italy3National Astronomial Observatories, Chinese Aademy of Sienes, 20A Datun Road, Beijing 100012, P.R. China4DESY, Theory Group, Notkestra�e 85, D-22607 Hamburg, Germany5Max Plank Institut, F�ohringer Ring 6, D-80805, M�unhen, Germany(Dated: May 16, 2012)We study the high latitude (jbj > 10Æ) di�use -ray emission in the Galaxy in light of the reentlypublished data from the Fermi ollaboration at energies between 100 MeV and 100 GeV. Theunpreedented auray in these measurements allows to probe and onstrain the properties ofsoures and propagation of osmi rays (CRs) in the Galaxy, as well as on�rming onventionalassumptions made on the interstellar medium (ISM). Using the publily available DRAGON ode,that has been shown to reprodue loal measurements of CRs, we study assumptions made inthe literature on atomi (HI) and moleular hydrogen (H2) gas distributions in the ISM, and nonspatially uniform models of di�usion in the Galaxy. By performing a ombined analysis of CR and-ray spetra, we derive onstraints on the properties of the ISM gas distribution and the vertialsale height of galati CR di�usion, whih may have impliations also on indiret Dark Matterdetetion. We also disuss some of the possible interpretations of the break at high rigidity in CRprotons and helium spetra, reently observed by PAMELA and their impat on -rays.Keywords: Galati osmi rays; di�use gamma-rays; interstellar mediumI. INTRODUCTIONThe study of the physis of Galati osmi rays (CRs) is one of the most ative researh areas at present. Sensibleadvanes in the �eld have ome in onnetion to the wealth of high-auray data reently olleted by several newinstruments, with further progresses expeted in the upoming future. In partiular, sine its launh three years ago,the Fermi Gamma-Ray Telesope [1℄ has been produing the most detailed and preise maps of the -ray sky ever,given its wide energy overage and exellent energy resolution, its large e�etive area and �eld of view, as well as thebest angular resolution for a -ray detetor in spae (for details on the performanes of the instrument see [2℄). Sinethe interation of Galati CRs with the interstellar medium give rise to a opious -ray yield, the di�use emissionin the Milky Way is by far the brightest soure deteted by Fermi. It is then expeted that Fermi data will drive asigni�ant improvement in understanding the origin and propagation of CRs.A key feature that would be partiularly important to establish is whether there is room for (or eventually evenneed for) an exoti soure of -rays and/or CR leptons in the Milky Way, on top of the astrophysial soures mostplausibly providing the bulk of Galati CRs, namely supernova remnants (SNRs) and, possibly, pulsars. Suh exotiomponent is predited, e.g., in onnetion to the dark matter halo of the Galaxy for several dark matter andidates,the prime example being Weakly Interating Massive Partiles (WIMPs), i.e. early Universe relis whih have a smallbut �nite probability of annihilating in pairs and produe multi-GeV (or -TeV) yields (for a reent review on WIMPdark matter, see, e.g. [3℄; the issue of probing and onstraining dark matter models with Fermi-LAT data was reentlydisussed, e.g., [4{11℄). Suggestions of an improvement in the �t of Fermi -ray data at intermediate latitudes takinginto aount the spetral hardening due to a signal from annihilating dark matter have already been proposed in theliterature, see, e.g., [12℄. On the other hand it is evident that for suh kind of analysis it is ruial a very auratemodeling of bakground omponents, whether of galati, extragalati, or instrumental origin.The question we wish to address in this work is to what extent the ross orrelation of the -ray data with otherloal CR probes, namely the loal measurements of the ux of CR primaries, the ratio of seondary to primary CR�Eletroni address: ilias.holis�sissa.ityEletroni address: tavakoli�sissa.itzEletroni address: armelo.evoli�me.omxEletroni address: lua.maione�lmu.de{Eletroni address: ullio�sissa.it
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2nulei and the ux of eletrons and positrons, helps disentangle degeneraies between the type and distribution ofsoures and the propagation modeling similarly to what was done in the past with the EGRET data by [13, 14℄. Theemphasis on the issue of loality omes from the observation that, in the vast majority of works in the literature,propagation of CRs in the Galaxy is treated with an e�etive approah in terms of a di�usive/onvetive equationenoding, on average, through a set of simplifying assumptions and few parameters to be tuned to the data, thephysial proess of harged partiles making a random walk in the regular and turbulent Galati magneti �elds.Loal measurements give fairly good tests of average properties of the loal medium, with the physial averaging saledepending on the speies onsidered, and with the aveat that some of the parameters in the propagation model showpatterns of degeneray, as studied at length in the literature. After seleting models ful�lling these loal onstraints,overing a wide range of di�erent physial propagation regimes, as well as gas distributions and, to some extent,galati (but exluding dark matter) soure distributions, we will derive preditions for the -ray ux at intermediateand high latitudes, ompare against Fermi data and disuss whether a disrimination among the di�erent modelsis possible. The hoie of exluding from the analysis low latitude data is onneted again to the issue of foussingon loal properties, sine although -ray data naturally reet a global observable, summing along the line of sightontributions to the emissivity from all regions of the Galaxy, high latitude uxes are dominated by the loal terms.The Fermi Collaboration has �rst published spetral data at intermediate latitudes in [15℄ disproving the preseneof a GeV exess in the di�use -ray spetra suggested by EGRET [16℄. We will onsider in the following the updatedpublished spetral data from the Fermi Collaboration at latitudes 10Æ <j b j< 20Æ, 20Æ <j b j< 60Æ, j b j> 60Æ and0Æ < l < 360Æ, and energies up to � 100 GeV [17℄. Suh spetral data have been evaluated using a more leansample of -rays than the publily available \Data Clean 4" (P6V11) [18℄; furthermore the CR ontamination to thatremaining data-set has been modeled in [17℄ and its ontribution (isotropi) to the spetra has been subtrated, thusmaking these spetra ideal for studying the large sale properties of the Galaxy. For E > 100 GeV, statistial errorsand ontamination of CR eletrons and nulei result in great unertainty on the exat spetrum of the -rays [17℄ (seealso [19℄).Sine we do not inlude the data from j b j< 10Æ in our analysis, we mainly probe the properties of CR propagationand to some extent the gasses but we are less sensitive to the properties of the distributions of galati soures. Theassumptions made on how CRs di�use away from the disk, an have a signi�ant e�et on the -ray distributionfrom inverse Compton sattering (ICS) by eletrons/positrons that are either di�usive shok aelerated ISM e� atSNRs, seondaries from inelasti pp and pHe ollisions (predominantly), or produed in Pulsars magnetospheres andaelerated within Pulsar Wind Nebulae (PWNe). Also sine magneti �elds derease as we move radially away fromthe galati enter, we expet a radial pro�le as well in the di�usion [20℄ of CRs whih an also have an e�et onthe observed -ray spetra. Gamma-rays from �0 deays produed in inelasti ollisions of CR protons and heaviernulei with ISM nulei, and bremsstrahlung o� eletrons are dominant ontributions to the -ray spetrum from 100MeV up to at least 50 GeV. Thus the observed -ray spetra an also be used to probe the ISM properties, suh ason�rming models for the HI and H2 gas distributions.Studies of the sky observed by Fermi, at latitudes j b j> 5Æ have shown an exess of di�use -rays towards theenter of the Galaxy and up to latitudes of j b j� 50Æ [21, 22℄ known as the \Fermi haze" or \Fermi bubbles" thatan be of either astrophysial [22{25℄ or DM origin [20, 26℄. Even though this feature(s) extends up to high latitudes,sine it is on�ned in longitude within j l j. 20Æ its e�et on the spetra in the regions of our study is washed out.Thus our analysis an not probe the properties of the Galaxy in that region. Nor it an in the region of (j b j< 10Æ),where [27{29℄ have suggested the presene of a DM signal.This paper is organized as follows. In setion II, we summarize the assumptions that we make on the primary CRsoures, di�usion, magneti �elds and gas models, as well as briey present the tool we use to solve numerially theCR propagation equation, namely the DRAGON ode [30℄. In setion III we desribe the analysis that we ondutin onstraining the CR propagation and ISM properties, by �tting to the loal uxes of CRs. Setion IV is devotedto studying the e�ets that the various assumptions on di�usion of CRs, ISM gasses, distribution of CR soures and-ray prodution ross-setion from pp-ollisions have on the -ray spetra. We also plae onstraints imposed on CRpropagation models and on models of ISM gasses distributions using the di�use -ray data[17℄, as well as disuss theimpliations of our �ndings. Finally in setion V we present our onlusions.



3II. COSMIC RAY PROPAGATIONAs suggested in [31℄ the propagation of CRs in the Galaxy at energies below 1017eV an be desribed by:� (~r; p; t)�t = q(~r; p; t) + ~r:(Dxx~r ) + ��php2Dpp ��p(  p2 )i� ��p ( _p )� ~r:(~V  ) + ��php3(~r:~V ) i�  �frag �  �deay (1)where  (~r; p; t) is the CR density per unit partile momentum, or in terms of phase spae density f(p),  (p)dp =4�p2f(p)dp, q(~r; p; t) is the soure term inluding primary, spallation and deay of heavier CR speies. Dxx(~r) isthe di�usion tensor in physial spae and Dpp(~r) the di�usion oeÆient in momentum spae. _p is the momentumloss rate due to interations with ISM, the Galati magneti �eld or the interstellar radiation �eld (ISRF), ~V is theonvetion veloity, and �frag and �deay are the time sales for fragmentation loss and radioative deay respetively.For our simulations we use DRAGON [30, 32{34℄ that numerially solves Eq. 1 in the steady state approximation� =�t = 0, assuming ylindrial symmetry, in a 2+1-D grid where eah point is desribed by its galatoentri radialdistane r 2 (0; 20) kp, the distane from the galati plane z 2 (�L;L) with L � 20 kp and momentum p.A. Primary Soures of CRsWe onsider SNRs as the primary CR soures up to energies of �100TeV [35℄. For eah nuleus i of harge Z, thesoure term desribing the injetion of CRs in the ISM is given as a funtion of rigidity, R = p=Z, by:qi(r; z; E) = fs(r; z)q0;i�R(E)R0 ��i (2)where q0;i is the normalization of the injeted CR speies, and fs(r; z) traes the spatial distribution of SNRs. Inour referene model we onsider the distribution by [36℄, whih is derived on the basis of pulsar and progenitor starsurveys. Alternative models will be onsidered as well (see setion IVE).Being interested in high energy -ray uxes, we pay partiular attention to the proton spetrum, given that protonsprovide the dominant ontribution to the di�use -ray spetra in the whole energy range we onsider (see II C). Weallow for a CR proton injetion spetrum desribed by a broken power-law:dNpdR /  RRp0;j!�pj ; (3)with two breaks at R = Rp0;1 � 10� 30 GV and R = Rp0;2 � 300 GV with the spetral index p1 lying in the range1:85� 2:1 at low rigidities, p2 in the range 2:3� 2:5 at intermediate rigidities and p3 ranging in 2:18� 2:35 at highrigidities. This hoie is motivated a posteriori by �tting the loal proton data and in partiular from the ombined�t of the reent PAMELA proton spetrum [37℄, and CREAM spetrum above 2:5 TV [38℄.Eletrons and positrons aelerated between a pulsar and the termination shok of the wind nebula, may alsoontribute to the high energy e� spetrum [33, 39{42℄, and then to the -ray ux [43, 44℄. In partiular, middle agedpulsars were found to be partiularly well suited [33, 45℄. Eah pulsar ontribution to the e� uxes an be desribedby an injetion spetrum � E�n with a high energy break Eb whih is estimated at the time the surrounding PWNis disrupted leading to the e� esaping into the ISM [42℄. 1 Furthermore, eah pulsar has an initial rotational energyW0 of whih only a portion � is injeted into the ISM as CR e�. The ranges for those parameters within di�erentpulsars are very broad. Indeed, n an range between 1 and 2, W0 � 1049�50 erg, � � 0:1 [42, 46℄ and Eb � 10 TeV.However, the atual observed ux of e� in our position from a pulsar has a break that is related to the ooling time(from ICS and synhrotron radiation) of the e� during their propagation in the ISM [39, 42℄. To aount for thesee�ets, we hoose to �t the properties of a pulsar distribution following the parametrization of [42℄:Qp(r; z; t; E) = J0E�ne�E=Mfp(r; z): (4)1 Even though it is lear that the higher energy e� esape earlier into the ISM, the di�erenes in the estimated time sales for e� ofenergies between 1-104 GeV to esape into the ISM are negligible ompared to the propagation time from the PWN to us [42, 46℄.



4M is a \statistial" ut-o�, n the injetion index for the distribution of pulsars,2J0 = �W0Nb�(2� n)M2�nVgal ; (5)(see Eq. 24 of [42℄) with Nb the pulsar birth rate in the Galaxy andVgal = Z zmax�zmax Z rmax0 dz dr 2�r fp(r; z): (6)fp(r; z) desribes the spatial distribution of young and middle aged pulsars. Sine pulsars have typial kik 3D speedsof 200-400 km/s [47, 48℄ , a 105 yr old (middle aged) pulsar would move away from its original position by � 30 p,and thus the spatial distribution of middle aged pulsars is pratially idential to that of their birth distribution inthe Galaxy as given in [49℄: fp(r; z) / � r +R1r�+R1�a exp ��b� r � r�r� +R1�� exp ��j z jz1 �; (7)with R1 = 0:55 kp, z1 = 0:1 kp, a = 1:64 and b = 4.B. Di�usion and Magneti FieldsOur galaxy is permeated by a large sale, so alled regular, magneti �eld, and by a randomly varying, so alledturbulent, magneti �eld with omparable strength on the disk. The large sale galati magneti �eld is generallyassumed to be a bi-symmetrial spiral with a small pith angle [50℄. Here we assume that the regular magneti �eldis purely azimuthal, ~B0 = B0�̂, and has the formB0 = Bh exp��r � r�rh � exp��jzjzh�: (8)Based on the analysis of WMAP synhrotron intensity and polarization data in [51℄, as well as works inludingextragalati rotation measures [50, 52{54℄, we hoose Bh = 3�G and rh = 11 kp, with vertial sale zh = 2 kp.Although these values are a�eted by large unertainties, they have little impat on our analysis, sine the magneti�eld enters only in the eletron energy losses, whih are anyway dominated by the ICS losses above few GeV, as weshow in Appendix A.The di�usion tensor an be in general deomposed in a omponent parallel to the diretion of the regular magneti�eld, Dk, and a omponent desribing di�usion perpendiular to the regular magneti �eld, D?. It an be shown [55℄that, assuming ylindrial symmetry and that the regular magneti �eld is azimuthally symmetri, parallel di�usionis irrelevant and only D? has an e�et. We onsider then for simpliity that the di�usion is desribed by just onequantity, the di�usion oeÆient.The di�usion oeÆient is in general expeted to depend on the position, beause turbulene is not uniformlydistributed in the Galaxy.In a phenomenologial approah, we hoose D to be desribed by:D(r; z; R) = D0�� � RR0�Æ exp�r � r�rd � exp� jzjzd� (9)with the radial and vertial sales, rd and zd, de�ning the di�usion pro�le in the Galaxy. Suh a parametrization of thedi�usion oeÆient an be motivated on large sales sine the Galati magneti �eld dereases away from the galati2 Due to energy losses, the uxes of CR e� with E � TeV, at any position of the Galaxy, are typially dominated by the ontributionfrom the soures within � O(102) p from eah position. Thus the CR e� spetra at � TeV energies will di�er signi�antly betweendi�erent positions of the Galaxy (even at the same galato-entri distanes). Sine the IC -ray spetra are studied in wide regions ofthe sky (and thus the Galaxy), we are for the averaged e� ux, as measured by many di�erent observers in the Galaxy. For suh a(statistially) averaged e� ux from pulsars, we follow [42℄ where the statistial ut-o� M and injetion index n refer to the statistiallyaveraged values.



5enter (both in r and z). Partiles gyrating along ordered �eld lines, may satter due to magneti irregularities. Asthe magneti �elds beome weaker, assuming that the partiles gyroradius remains small enough that the partilesprobe the ordered �eld omponent, the di�usion length (and oeÆient) will inrease. We hoose R0 = 3 GV as thereferene rigidity, while Æ is the di�usion spetral index whih is related to the ISM turbulene power-spetrum. Thedependene of di�usion on the partile veloity, � = vp=, is naturally expeted to be linear (� = 1), however theanalysis by [56℄ shows an inrease in di�usion at low energies. To aount for suh a possibility, the parameter � hasbeen introdued (see e.g. [33, 57, 58℄). We will also onsider the ase where there is a break in the di�usion spetralindex Æ.In addition to spatial di�usion, the sattering of CRs on randomly moving magneto-hydro-dynamial (MHD) wavesleads to di�usion in momentum spae whih results in stohasti aeleration of CRs. The orresponding di�usionoeÆient in momentum spae is related to the di�usion oeÆient in physial spae by Dpp / p2vA=Dxx, where vAis the Alfv�en veloity, assoiated to the propagation of MHD waves [31℄.C. Energy Losses and Di�use Gamma-RaysCR nulei and CR eletrons and positrons lose energy during propagation in the ISM. Depending on the energy,eletrons and positrons energy losses are dominated by inverse Compton sattering of low energy photons of theinterstellar radiation �eld (ISRF), for whih we use the model of [59℄, and, to a less extent, by synhrotron radiation. Atenergies . 1 GeV bremsstrahlung, ionization and Coulomb losses beome relevant. For protons and nulei ionizationand Coulomb losses are the dominant ontinuous energy loss mehanisms.In addition to ionization and Coulomb losses, ollisions of heavy nulei with hydrogen or helium of the ISM gas anlead to inelasti sattering that an also ause the fragmentation of the parent CRs.CRs an also undergo radioative deays, with the radioative isotopes reated both by fragmentation of heaviernulei (e.g. 10Be is reated from B, C, N, O) and diretly in CR soures (e.g. 26Al). All these proesses are inorporatedin DRAGON 3.For E > 10 MeV, there are three proesses that ontribute mainly to the di�use galati omponent. Inelastipp ollisions produing �0s whih subsequently deay to 2 photons, onstitute the main ontribution to the di�usegamma ray ux from the Milky Way in the intermediate GeV range, and trae the ISM target distribution dominatedby the HI and H2 gasses. The spetral shape of these gamma rays is essentially determined by the spetral shape ofthe proton spetrum along the line of sight. CR eletrons may also produe -rays via bremsstrahlung in the ISMgas, or by up-sattering low energy photons [13, 61{65℄. Sine at distanes far from the galati disk the optial andthe IR (mainly emitted by dust) photon densities are less than those lose to the disk, IC -rays at high latitudesare mainly due to up-sattered CMB, and thus due to their isotropy, they set a good probe to study the CR e� farfrom the disk. Apart from galati di�use -rays the observed uxes inlude the extragalati ux modeled in [17℄and galati point soures [17℄. The CRs misidenti�ed as -ray events have instead already been subtrated in thespetral data that we use, with the remaining CR ontamination being negligible up to E = 100 GeV.D. Interstellar GasThe interstellar matter is made up of gas and dust with an average mass ratio of 100:1 [66℄. Interstellar gas isomposed of hydrogen, helium and small ontributions from heavier elements, with hydrogen observed in atomi (HI),moleular (H2) and ionized (HII) states.The three dimensional distribution of HI gas an be derived from Lyman-�, from 21-m spetra information andfrom rotation urves [67{69℄, with the 21-m line emission being due to the transition between the atomi hydrogenS2 ground state levels split by the hyper�ne struture.We will use as a referene HI gas model the reent result obtained by [70℄, but also refer to [71, 72℄ whih has beenwidely used in the literature.Moleular hydrogen an exist only in dark ool louds where it is proteted against the ionizing stellar ultravioletradiation. It an be traed with the � = 2.6 mm (J = 1 ! 0) emission line of CO, sine ollisions between the CO3 Given similar assumptions, for the propagation of CRs in the Galaxy, we have heked that the output of DRAGON and Galprop[60℄agree within an auray of 5� 10% in the total galati di�use -ray ux; and by an auray of no more than 5% in the total -rayux, at energies between 100 MeV and 300 GeV in the three windows that we study (0Æ < l < 360Æ, 10Æ <j b j< 20Æ / 20Æ <j b j< 60Æ/ j b j> 60Æ).



6and H2 moleules in the louds are responsible for the exitation of CO. The CO to H2 onversion fator, XCO whihrelates the H2 olumn density, NH2 , to the veloity-integrated intensity of the CO line, has onsiderable unertainties.We use as our referene H2 model the map provided by [73℄, assuming the onversion fator to vary exponentiallywith galato-entri radius as: XCO(r) = 1:4 exp(r=11 kp)� 1020H2m�2K�1km�1s; (10)omparing it with the models developed by [74℄.The ionized hydrogen is onentrated in the viinity of young O and B stars, with the ultraviolet radiation fromthese stars ionizing the ISM. It is known that the ontribution of the HII gas to the total mass in the ISM is negligible[75℄, while its distribution is very similar to that of the free eletrons in the galaxy. Thus we hoose not to varythe averaged large sale distribution of this gas omponent, for whih we use the parameterization of [76℄, that wasalulated for the Galati distribution of free eletrons:nHII (r; z) = ne(r; z) = hnei1 exp"�jzjz1 �� rr1�2#+ hnei2 exp"�jzjz2 ��r � r0r2 �2#: (11)We used the mean values for z1 = 1 kp, z2 = 0:15 kp, r2 = 2 kp, r0 = 4 kp, hnei1 = 0:025 m�3, hnei2 = 0:2 m�3and the minimum value for r1 = 20 kp.In general, the use of 2D, spatially smoothed gas distributions would not be aurate enough to interpret -ray skymaps with the angular resolution of the Fermi instrument. However, we will ompare -ray spetra with observedspetra in very wide, longitudinally averaged, intermediate and high latitude portions of the sky, where the smallsale features of the gas present in detailed 3D models are washed out on average mainly within equal latituderegions. Indeed, using our referene model, we heked that passing from a 2D to a 3D gas model hanges our �0 andbremsstrahlung results by no more than 10% in the regions of interest, as we show in Appendix B; with the di�ereneon the predited total galati di�use model being at the 5% level. Given that in deriving our physial onlusionswe use the �2 analysis arried out between the total -ray Fermi uxes and the total -ray predited uxes whihinlude the extra galati bakground (EGB) and point soures, the impat of using a 2D ISM gas model is minimal.Finally, Helium appears to follow the hydrogen distribution with a fator He/H = 0:10 � 0:08. Following [77℄ weadopt a value of He/H = 0.11, whih is widely used in the literature and neglet heavier nulear speies.III. METHODOLOGYAs just illustrated, there are many unknowns involved in the modeling of both the ISM and the propagation of CRs.We are then fored to fous our disussion introduing a few benhmark senarios for both aspets of the problem.One important parameter is the spetral index of di�usion, Æ, inferred from the spetral slope of the seondaryto primary ratios at high energy. It ranges between about Æ = 0:3 up to about 0.7. We will disuss mainly thetheoretially motivated frameworks of the Kraihnan turbulene spetrum [78, 79℄ orresponding to Æ = 0:5, and theKolmogorov [80℄ orresponding to Æ = 0:33.We hoose a range for the vertial and radial sales of the di�usion oeÆient, zd and rd in Eq. 9. The disretevalues that we hoose in our analysis are zd = (1; 4; 10) kp and rd = (5; 10; 20) kp, allowing for ases wherethe di�usion is highly homogeneous within our simulation volume (D � ejzj=10 kpe(r�r�)=20 kp) and ases suh asD � ejzj=1kpe(r�r�)=5kp where the di�usion properties vary signi�antly within the Galaxy.For most of the disussion we will neglet onvetive e�ets. However, we will also onsider the e�ets of strongonvetive winds introduing in one benhmark model a onvetive veloity, direted only along the vertial diretionoutwards from the galati plane VC(z) = dvC=dz � jzj, with dvC=dz = 50 km=s=kp.In the �rst nine lines of Tab. I we summarize the models we onsider for the di�usion properties of the Galaxy. Inthe other models we instead use our referene model for propagation, but we vary the properties of the ISM gas andSNRs.Models are labeled in the followingway: models with \KRAzd-rd" orrespond to Kraihnan-like turbulene (Æ = 0:5)and �xed values of zd and rd. In the same way, the \KOL4-20" model orresponds to Æ = 0:33, zd = 4 kp andrd = 20 kp and the \CON4-20" has a signi�ant onvetive veloity. The models labeled by \NS low" and \NS high"have the same (Æ, zd, rd) as our referene model, but use di�erent H2 gas distributions than our referene to probethe unertainties derived from [73℄. The \Bronf" model assumes an HI (H2) gas distributions modeled by [71, 72, 74℄.The \Soure B" and \Soure C" senarios are used to study the e�ets of di�erent soure distributions in the Galatidisk.For eah model with a set of values of Æ, zd, rd and dvC=dz we derive the other propagation parameters (D0; �; vA)by minimizing the �2 of B=C data, thus �tting our galati (global) models to the loal data, as we show in Fig. 1
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Benhmark Fitted Fitted Fitted PreditedName Æ zd rd dvC=dz D0 � 1028 vA � p1=p2=p3 Rp0;1 e1=e2 �W0 �2B=C �2p �2(e�+e+) �2�p �2 �2�p&kp kp kms�1 kp�1 m2s�1 kms�1 GV �1049ergsKRA4-20 0.5 4 20 0 2.49 19.5 -0.363 2.06/2.35/2.18 14.9 1.6/2.62 0.77 0.34 0.6 0.4 0.73 1.02/0.42/0.60 0.71KRA1-20 0.5 1 20 0 0.55 16.3 -0.521 2.07/2.34/2.18 16.5 1.5/2.58 0.27 0.4 0.51 0.57 0.76 3.21/1.67/0.29 1.29KRA10-20 0.5 10 20 0 4.29 19.1 -0.373 2.05/2.35/2.18 15.2 1.6/2.62 1.01 0.32 0.48 0.33 0.70 0.91/0.32/0.60 0.65KRA4-5 0.5 4 5 0 2.76 16.9 0.0 2.07/2.35/2.18 27 1.6/2.62 0.71 0.64 0.54 0.4 1.45 1.06/0.46/0.45 1.01KRA4-10 0.5 4 10 0 2.58 19.1 -0.247 2.05/2.35/2.18 17.5 1.6/2.62 0.78 0.36 0.52 0.41 0.93 1.02/0.42/0.55 0.78RUN4-20 0.4 4 20 0 3.21 23.1 0.32 2.06/2.44/2.28 14 1.7/2.64 0.76 0.34 0.41 0.29 1.36 1.11/0.45/0.51 0.99KOL4-20 0.33 4 20 0 3.85 24.8 0.765 2.03/2.49/2.35 10.7 1.7/2.64 0.70 0.5 0.3 0.45 2.86 1.33/0.54/0.40 1.70CON4-20 0.6 4 20 50 0.645 27.2 0.755 1.85/2.48/2.19 12.3 1.6/2.62 0.44 0.61 0.44 0.82 1.05 2.18/0.98/0.25 1.09Senario B 0.5/0.33 4 20 0 2.49 19.5 -0.363 2.06/2.35/2.35 14.9 1.6/2.62 0.67 0.34 0.6 0.4 0.74 1.04/0.43/0.59 0.71NS low 0.5 4 20 0 1.94 14.6 -0.324 2.07/2.35/2.18 15.4 1.6/2.62 0.68 0.32 0.44 0.42 0.67 3.69/1.77/0.21 1.34NS high 0.5 4 20 0 3.04 24.4 -0.411 2.06/2.35/2.18 17 1.6/2.62 0.74 0.31 0.57 0.55 0.85 0.52/0.55/1.96 0.94Bronf 0.5 4 20 0 3.39 26.5 -0.526 2.08/2.35/2.18 17.6 1.6/2.62 0.79 0.38 0.58 0.52 0.69 1.45/1.42/3.44 1.47Soure B 0.5 4 20 0 2.49 19.6 -0.355 2.04/2.34/2.18 15.9 1.6/2.62 0.77 0.3 0.36 0.39 0.86 1.26/0.50/0.43 0.79Soure C 0.5 4 20 0 2.33 19.2 -0.44 2.05/2.34/2.18 16.6 1.6/2.62 0.84 0.33 0.58 0.53 0.73 0.73/0.34/1.44 0.79TABLE I: The parameters for the benhmark models for propagation used for -ray preditions in Fig. 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 12 and 14. e's are the injetion indies forprimary eletrons below and above a break at 5 GV. Our referene model \KRA4-20" is also referred to in the text as \Senario A", \NS mean" and \Soure A". For\CON4-20" we assumed dvC=dz = 50 kms�1 kp�1. The \Senario B" model aounts for a possible break in the spetral index. In \NS low" and \NS high" we useH2 gas densities, respetively, 1 � lower and 1 � higher than mean values of [73℄, however they share the same HI gas distribution of [70℄. In \Bronf" we use the modelof [74℄ for H2 and the model of [71, 72℄ for HI gas distributions. The \Soure B" and \Soure C" models refer to di�erent assumptions for the primary CR souredistributions. See text for more details on the de�nition of the other parameters. �2's refer either to the goodness of our �ts of CR nulei, protons and leptons or showthe level of agreement of our preditions with -ray and antiproton data.
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Benhmark Fitted Fitted Fitted PreditedName Æ zd rd D0 � 1028 vA � p1=p2=p3 Rp0;1 e1=e2 �W0 �2B=C �2p �2(e�+e+) �2�p �2 �2�p&kp kp m2/s km/s GV �1049 ergKRA1-20 NS low 0.5 1 20 0.414 11.9 -0.454 2.07/2.35/2.18 16.6 1.6/2.62 0.31 0.44 0.56 0.67 0.74 6.77/3.89/0.77 2.43KRA10-20 NS low 0.5 10 20 3.35 14.4 -0.331 2.06/2.35/2.18 15.2 1.6/2.62 0.95 0.36 0.85 0.31 0.68 2.84/1.28/0.14 1.09KRA1-20 Bronf 0.5 1 20 0.831 25.4 -0.563 2.07/2.35/2.18 18.3 1.6/2.62 0.33 0.29 0.9 0.47 0.9 0.66/0.47/1.11 0.81KRA10-20 Bronf 0.5 10 20 5.6 24.6 -0.576 2.09/2.36/2.18 17.6 1.6/2.62 1.15 0.35 0.75 0.58 0.68 1.43/1.29/3.23 1.4TABLE II: Parameters for models (not shown in any Figure), that represent two extreme ases of either a thin di�usion halo with a low ISM gas density assumption:"KRA1-20 NS low", a thik di�usion halo with a high ISM gas density assumption: "KRA10-20 Bronf"; and two intermediate ases: "KRA10-20 NS low" (thikdi�usion halo with low ISM gas), "KRA1-20 Bronf"(thin di�usion halo with high ISM gas). As an be seen from the "predited" �2 olumns the -ray spetra aremore sensitive than the antiproton spetra in disriminating among some of these ases.
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FIG. 1: Referene Astrophysial model. We assume that the di�usion oeÆient D = 2:49 �1028 m2=s ��0:363(R=3 GV)0:5ejzj=4 kpe(r�r�)=20 kp (where R is the rigidity) as in Eq. 9. Values of �2 of the refer-ene model for eah observable are also shown. Upper left : �t to the B/C data. Upper right : proton spetrum, where we �tthe injetion spetrum using PAMELA [37℄ and CREAM data [38℄ (see setion IIA). Lower left : the predited antiprotonspetrum, whih provides a good �t to the PAMELA data [87℄. Lower left : e� + e+ ux, inluding Fermi observations [86℄.Constraints on the primary, seondary and pulsar uxes properties are obtained by �tting to the data. Dotted lines refer tounmodulated CR uxes.(upper left panel). We use the HEAO-3 [81℄, CRN [82℄ and CREAM [83℄ data points. We then �x the spetral indiesfor protons p1 ; p2 ; p3 below and above the rigidity breaks Rp0;1; Rp0;2 by �tting to the reently released PAMELA [37℄and CREAM data [38℄ (see Fig. 1 upper right panel). We then re�t the normalization for the proton spetral dataand modulation potential (in the fore �eld approximation [84℄) heking also for onsisteny with the BESS data ofyears 1997-1999 [85℄, where the only free parameter in �tting the entire spetra of di�erent years is the modulationpotential. We �t in the same way the injetion parameters of He nulei (not shown in Tab. I) by �tting to the mostreent data [37, 38℄ up to the highest energies. Having reprodued primary protons and He, we hek also whetherthe predited antiproton ux is onsistent with loal data (Fig. 1 lower left panel). The orresponding �2's are listedin Tab. I.Having hosen the ISM gas models and �xed the di�usion and re-aeleration properties in the ISM, as well as theCR nulei spetra, the remaining task before alulating -ray spetra is to �x CR eletrons (and positrons) soureproperties. Sine the e+ + e� spetrum below E � 30 GeV is dominated by shok aelerated eletrons in SNRs(primaries), and by seondary eletrons (and positrons) from inelasti ollisions of CR nulei with the ISM, we �tthe primary and seondary eletron spetral properties to the low energy e+ + e� spetrum between 7-30 GeV asmeasured by Fermi [86℄. Pulsars within � 3 kp an ontribute to the e++ e� spetrum up to O(0:1) at E � 50 GeVand up to O(1) at E � 500 GeV ([42℄ and also similar works [40, 41, 88, 89℄). Thus, if we assume pulsars ontribute



10maximally we �nd from the Fermi data the injetion index n for the distribution of pulsars of Eq. 4 and the averagedtotal energy injeted into the ISM through CR e� per pulsar �W0. Best �t values are found to be n � 1:4 andM � 1:2 TeV. Using them, and assuming a onstant birth rate of Nb = 30 yr�1, we �nd that on average �W0 ' 1049erg for our various propagation models (see Table I), whih is well within the allowed range of values [42, 46, 90{92℄.Having �xed all the properties of the CR eletrons from SNRs, pulsars and inelasti ollisions, we an then omputethe -ray di�use spetra via up-sattering of ISRF and CMB photons by the CR e�, bremsstrahlung in the ISM gasby both CR eletrons and protons and by deays of �0 produed in pp ollisions in the ISM gas. We note that whileit is lear that the high energy part of the e� + e+ ux is dominated by loal soures, in our approah we �t theproperties of the statistially averaged ux (n, M and �W0) to the e� + e+ data, and extend those properties tothe entire distribution of [49℄ of pulsars in the Galaxy. If for some reason the loal e� + e+ ux above 100 GeV isseverely enhaned (suppressed) by the presene (absene) of strong loal soures, this should have an e�et in ourmodel over-prediting (under-prediting) the ICS omponents of the spetra mainly at lower latitudes.We also note that we have heked for onsisteny with the PAMELA positron fration [93, 94℄ and the reentlyreleased eletron spetrum [95℄.We bring attention to the fat that for eah model we use exatly the same gas distribution model to �rst �tpropagation and injetion properties against primary CRs, then to predit seondary antiprotons and leptons and�nally to produe -ray maps. IV. RESULTSA. Referene ModelAs it is lear from Fig. 2, our referene model \KRA4-20" (see Table I) provides a very good ombined �t of theloal CRs (see Fig. 1) and the -rays at intermediate and high latitudes. In Fig. 3 we also show the SNRs and pulsarsontributions to the total spetra separately.The best �t to the -ray spetra is ahieved at the higher latitudes (j b j> 20Æ) that are also less a�eted byunertainties in the soures distributions. This an also be seen by omparing in Fig. 3 our preditions between10Æ <j b j< 20Æ and j b j> 60Æ where we show separately the ontribution from SNRs and pulsars that have di�erentsoure funtions, given in eq. 2 and 4. At intermediate latitudes it slightly under-predits the observed ux while stillgiving a fairly good �t. We note that the \soure" omponent that we show is omposed by the soures deteted withat least 14� and also weaker soures that have been atalogued by LAT [17℄. Yet, very dim -ray soures that wouldbe ontributing, per energy bin and pixel, less photons than the unertainty of the true di�use bakground are notinluded in the \soures" omponent. Suh a lass of soures ould be milliseond pulsars (MSPs) in the GalatiRidge and halo that are not aounted for.MSPs that are not in globular lusters, an ontribute in the lower latitudes and ould possibly ompensate forour under-predition of the total gamma-ray ux at � few GeV. The unertainties in the ontribution of dim MSPsto the di�use galati ux have been shown to be very signi�ant [96℄ due to the great energy loss time sale (�10Gyr [47, 97, 98℄) of MSPs whih results in their total population being greatly a�eted by the unertainties in theevolution of the Galati halo [96℄. Reently, [99, 100℄ have suggested that MSPs ould be ontributing to the isotropidi�use -ray ux. Sine MSPs our in regions of high stellar densities suh as the Galati Ridge, and possibly theGalati halo [96℄ at its earlier stages, it is unlikely that the main part of their di�use ontribution is going to beisotropi. While individual MSP spetra may vary signi�antly, based on the measured spetra of 8 MSPs [101℄ theirdistribution spetrum ould be desribed by dNdE � E��e�E=E ; (12)with � = 1:5 � 0:4 and E = 2:8� 1:9 GeV and luminosity in -rays of L = 1033:9�0:6 erg/s. By omparing to thedata, we �nd that to �t to the 10Æ <j b j< 20Æ data we need a ux ofdNdE � 10�3 MeV m�2s�1sr�1; between 1 and 10 GeV, (13)whih would lead to a population of � 104 MSPs in that region following the assumptions of [96℄.
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FIG. 2: Gamma-ray spetra for given sky regions predited in our Referene Astrophysial model \KRA4-20". Upper left :10Æ <j b j< 20Æ and 0Æ < l < 360Æ, Upper right : 20Æ <j b j< 60Æ and 0Æ < l < 360Æ, Lower : 60Æ <j b j< 90Æ and 0Æ < l < 360Æ.B. Varying the Di�usion of CRs in the ISMIn Fig. 4 we ompare the -ray spetra predited by models with di�erent di�usion spetral index Æ in the threesky regions under study. Changing Æ a�ets the proton spetra whose propagation timesale depends on the di�usiontimesale. Lower values of di�usion index Æ make the protons propagated spetra be harder for the same injetionproperties, resulting in the need for a softer proton injetion index at high energies to reprodue the data, as shownin Table I, where we show our results for Æ = 0:33 (\KOL4-20"), Æ = 0:5 (\KRA4-20") and the intermediate valueÆ = 0:4 (\RUN4-20"). This in turn produes di�erenes in the �0 uxes at the highest energies.Unlike protons, eletron propagation at energies above 5 GeV is signi�antly a�eted by the energy loss time-saleand, sine the ISRF and B-�eld model are kept �xed, the ICS and the higher part of the bremsstrahlung spetrumare not largely a�eted. In the very high energy part of the ICS spetrum we see a hardening for the models withgreater Æ. That hardening is due to the fat that for greater Æ the higher energy e� di�use faster out of the Galatidisk ompared to lower energy e�, reahing the higher latitudes where we observe them through their ICS. In thelower energy part of the spetrum, bremsstrahlung varies signi�antly among the models sine very di�erent Alfv�enveloities and � values are used in those models in order to �t the CR data. While the overall �t of the -ray spetrais not a�eted muh due to opposite e�ets of hanging the value of Æ on the bremsstrahlung and the �0 spetrabelow a few GeV, the relative ratio of bremsstrahlung to �0 ux among the models with di�erent Æ hanges by up toa fator of two (at E ' 0:5 GeV). Sine both �0 and bremsstrahlung are morphologially orrelated to the gasses,disriminating among those omponents is very diÆult. On the other hand, the predited �p spetrum favors largervalues of Æ within our parameter searh region.In Fig. 5 we show the e�et of varying the radial sale for the di�usion oeÆient rd. Dereasing the value of rdresults in lower values for the di�usion oeÆient towards the Galati enter relative to the Sun's position, whih
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FIG. 3: Seperate SNR dotted and pulsar dashed soures ontributions to the di�use -ray spetra for the Referene Astrophysialmodel \KRA4-20". Sky windows are as in Fig. 2.fores the e� and p produed by soures loser to the Galati enter to spend a greater time lose to the disk thanthose produed by soures lose to the Sun. After re�tting the di�usion oeÆient normalization D0 (see Table I) tothe CR nulear data, the net hange in the uxes is negligible. We also �nd that the di�erene between the radialindependent ase and the ase with rd = 20 kp is negligible. Yet the quality of the �t of the predited �p to thePAMELA �p is a�eted by hanging the sale rd and disfavors the smaller values of rd as is shown in Table I.In Fig. 6 we show the e�et of varying the di�usion vertial sale zd, that is orrelated to the height of the di�usionzone [30℄. Sine smaller values of zd yield a greater di�usion oeÆient above the galati plane, an overall resalingof the di�usion normalizationD0 is neessary to �x the seondary to primary ratio (see Table I). Conerning protons,for whih energy losses are less signi�ant, hanging zd does not a�et muh their spetrum while also keeps the �0spetrum and ux unhanged. Bremsstrahlung emission is also weakly a�eted by the hanges in zd, beause it isorrelated morphologially to the gas distribution whih is onentrated lose to the galati disk. Finally the ICSspetrum is mainly a�eted by the atual distribution of eletrons being on�ned within thinner (thiker) di�usionzones resulting in lower (higher) total IC ux. For the ase zd = 1 this results in a poor �t to the gamma-ray spetra.Thus thin di�usion zone models suh as those that have been suggested by [102℄, in order to give low �p uxes fromKaluza-Klein DM annihilation models, while simultaneously explaining the leptoni exesses observed by ATIC andPAMELA, are in tension with the ombination of CR and -ray spetra.In Fig. 7 we onsider the e�ets of onvetive winds in the Galaxy. Convetion introdues a new time sale intothe propagation of CRs whih mainly a�ets the protons, sine energy losses still dominate eletron propagation.After we re�t to the B/C and proton uxes, the di�usion properties are strongly a�eted (see Tab. I) resulting in asigni�antly altered ICS and bremsstrahlung omponents. This is most evident at the low energy part of the spetra,where onvetion is more important relative to ICS and synhrotron losses. We �nd that high onvetion models arenot favored by -ray data in the middle latitude region. In fat, we also �nd that low energy positron and eletron
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FIG. 4: Gamma-ray spetra predited in models with di�erent Æ. Plots refer to the di�erent sky regions of our study. dottedlines: Æ = 0:5, dashed lines: Æ = 0:4, dashed-dotted lines: Æ = 0:33. For all ases zd = 4 kp and rd = 20 kp.uxes are in tension with PAMELA positron fration data.C. Rigidity break in injetion or di�usionReently PAMELA [103℄ has observed a break at rigidity R ' 230 GV, at both the proton and He spetra [37℄,suggesting a hardening of the CR spetra at high energies. The harder spetral power-law at high rigidities is on�rmedby the CREAM data as well [38℄. Our ombined �t of PAMELA and CREAM data leads to a break rigidity in ourmodels at Rp0;2 � 300 GV.One possible explanation for the observed rigidity break, is that the same break originates at the CR aelerationsites, at the SNRs shoks. Suh a senario has been suggested by studies of SNRs [104℄ and from di�usive shokaeleration semi-analytial alulations [105{109℄. The pressure on aelerated partiles around the shok leads tothe formation of a preursor [104℄ where the upstream uid is slowed down and ompressed [104℄. For di�usivelyaelerated partiles moving with respet to the shok, and thus between regions of di�erent pressure, their gainedenergy depends on the "ompression ratio". On average, the higher energy partiles whih have larger di�usionlengths will probe the entire (or a greater part of the) preursor than the lower energy partiles, leading to a onaveshape spetrum. Thus the highest energy partiles will "feel the total ompression ratio" [104℄ whih (from �rstorder Fermi aeleration) will result in the spetrum being harder than E�2 at high energies and softer at lowenergies[104, 106, 109, 110℄.Another possible explanation is that at � 230 GeV we observe the emergene of a population of galati soures(SNRs) that aelerate CRs with a resulting harder injetion index. As long as this seond SNR population isommon enough in the Galaxy, and with a similar distribution as that injeting the softer CR spetra in the ISM,
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FIG. 5: Gamma-ray uxes for models in whih we vary the di�usion radial sale rd. Plots refer to the di�erent sky regions ofour study. dotted lines: rd = 5 kp, dashed lines: rd = 10 kp, dashed-dotted lines: rd = 20 kp. For all ases Æ = 0:5 andzd = 4 kp.both possibilities an be modeled in the same way with the DRAGON ode, i.e. with the injetion of CRs given byEq. 2-3. We will refer to this senario as \senario A", under whih the -ray spetra of Fig. 2-6 were produed.A third possibility is that instead we observe a hange in the turbulene power spetrum of the ISM. The propertiesof the interstellar magneti turbulene an be indiretly inferred from CR measurements. Before the PAMELA data,CR spetra were not measured aurately enough to exlude any break in the di�usion oeÆient rigidity index.Coinidentally the needed hange in the di�usion index �Æ ' 0:17 is the same as when onsidering the transitionfrom a Kraihnan type turbulene at low R to a Kolmogorov type at high R. We pursue this senario (\senario B")and after re�tting the pulsar normalization ux to the total Fermi e+ + e� spetra, we alulate the -ray spetra,for j b j> 10Æ. In Fig. 8 we present the di�erene in the -ray ux between senarios A and B, normalized to theux from senario A, where we used the global di�usion model \KRA4-20" for our alulations. As it an be seen inFig. 8 (left) the maximal di�erene between senarios A and B, is up to O(0:1) in both ICS and �0 spetra at energiesE � 100 GeV, but of opposite sign, resulting in a di�erene in the total di�use galati omponent to be less thanO(10�2) (Fig. 8, right) over the whole onsidered spetrum, inluding E � 100 GeV, in all three regions of interest.Suh di�erenes are too small to be probed by -rays at suh high energies, beause the extragalati bakgroundux beomes more important, while also CR ontamination modeling unertainties, low statistis and the possibleontribution from Dark Matter add to the total unertainty.Thus as also suggested by [111℄ the best way to disriminate between senarios A and B is through the �p ux,where senario A would give a soft break only at R � 10 GV due to the break of the p and He spetra at � 230 GV,while senario B would also give a harder break at � 230 GV (with the same spetral index hange as in the p andHe uxes) from the di�usion of the seondary �p in the ISM (see disussion in [111℄).Finally we note that [112℄, have disussed the impats of a smooth hardening in the power-law of CRs and its
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FIG. 6: Gamma-ray uxes for models with di�erent di�usion sale zd. Plots refer to the di�erent sky regions of our study.dotted lines: zd = 1 kp, dashed lines: zd = 4 kp, dashed-dotted lines: zd = 10 kp. For all ases Æ = 0:5 and rd = 20 kp.impat on high energy -rays and �ps. After re�tting the propagation parameters to the urrent wealth of data (whihinludes the most reent PAMELA data [37℄), and inluding the ICS and bremsstrahlung omponents, our di�erenesin the total -ray spetra (shown in 8 left) turn out to be signi�antly smaller than those of [112℄.D. Signi�ane of the ISM GassesAs disussed in setion IID, onventional models desribing the HI and H2 interstellar gas distributions have beenupdated by the work of [70, 73℄, of whih we show the pro�les in Fig. 9. In Fig. 10, using the assumptions of [70℄ forthe HI, of [73℄ for the H2 and of [76℄ for the HII ISM gas, we show what are the separate ontributions to the �0 andbremsstrahlung -ray uxes from eah of those gasses. As it is lear, the HII ontributes on average up to � 10% tothe omponent uxes at all energies and latitude regions that we show. Thus, hanging the assumptions on the HIand H2 models an have a signi�ant e�et on both the propagation parameters shown in Tables I and II as has beensuggested also in [57℄, as well as the -ray spetra, On the ontrary the unertainties on assumptions on HII (suh as[113℄) ould at most result in a few % hange in the -ray ux, well below the unertainties from either one of theother two ISM gasses. Also note that sine the protons su�er small energy losses their equilibrium spetrum is almostthe same in the entire propagation region. Thus after hanging the ISM assumptions and re�tting the injetion andpropagation properties we also have similar CR protons density pro�les in the Galaxy. Thus the hanges that weobserve in the -ray �0 uxes are very tightly orrelated to the gas (target) distributions. In Fig. 11 we plot thesteady state CR proton di�erential ux pro�les (density pro�les) at E = 10 GeV (note that for higher energies thedi�erenes between the pro�les, for given z or r, are even smaller).For the -ray spetra, the models of [71℄ ([74℄) for HI (H2) give -ompared to the mean values of [70, 73℄- an
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FIG. 7: E�ets of onvetion on -ray spetra ompared to the referene model. Plots refer to the di�erent sky regions of ourstudy. dotted lines: referene model, dashed lines: \CON4-20" model.

FIG. 8: Absolute di�erene in uxes between senarios A and B (see text) normalized to the ux of senario A. Left panel : �0(dotted lines) and ICS (dashed-dotted lines). Red : 10Æ <j b j< 20Æ, Green: 20Æ <j b j< 60Æ and Blue: j b j> 60Æ. Notie thatthe normalized di�erenes for the �0 di�use omponent have almost idential spetra. Right panel : Absolute di�erene in thetotal di�use uxes between senarios A and B (inluding bremsstrahlung). Colors as in left-hand panel plot. The di�erene inthe total di�use are up to 2% (for E < 300 GeV), due to anellation between �0 and ICS di�erenes.
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FIG. 9: Large sale density distributions of atomi (top) and moleular (bottom) hydrogen in the Galaxy vs r for z = 0 (left);vs z for r = r� (right). For HI, \NS" refers to [70℄, \GB" refers to [71℄ and \DL" to [72℄. For H2, \Bronf" refers to [74℄, \NShigh", \NS mean" and \NS low" refer to [73℄ using, respetively, high, mean and low values of the midplane density.inreased �0 and bremsstrahlung ux by ' 50% in the entire range of the spetra and at latitudes above 10Æ as shownin Fig. 12. We note that -ray data favor the models [70℄ and [73℄ for the HI and H2 gas distributions, while themodels of [71, 72℄ and [74℄ are marginally disfavored, from observations at the highest j b j> 60Æ, or intermediate10Æ <j b j< 20Æ latitudes (see Table I). This is mainly due to the higher density of the loal H2 loal, as shown inFig. 9 (lower row).That an also be understood from Fig. 12 (lower right panel) where we plot the relative di�erene in the �0 -ray uxes between the H2 gas model of [74℄ and the referene H2 model. The di�erenes in the �0 uxes betweenthese models are of O(1). We also note that in the original parametrization of [74℄, the assumed XCO fator �N(H2)=W (CO) was taken to be onstant, equal to (2:8 � 0:4) � 1020 m�2K�1km�1s. This is a fator of 2 higherthan the XCO fator of Eq. 10, that is in better agreement with reent -ray analysis of the ISM in the outer partof the Galaxy [114℄. Had we used the onstant value for the XCO fator, our �0 and bremsstrahlung uxes would beenhaned, bringing them in more tension with the -ray data. Also we alternatively use the 1� higher and 1� lowervalues for the H2 density pro�le in r of [73℄, whih we plot also in Fig. 12 and 9(bottom), using however the meanvalues of [70℄ for the HI gas. We note that both the 1� higher and the 1� lower ases are in tension with the data aswell.From Fig. 12 (lower right panel) it an be also seen that swithing from the older parametrization [71, 72℄, to thenewer one [70℄ for the HI gas has muh smaller e�et ompared to swithing between H2 models. The reason for thesemuh smaller di�erenes in HI is that the steeper derease with distane from the Galati plane present in [72℄ (see
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FIG. 10: The observed �0(red) and bremsstrahlung (green) omponents of the di�use -ray ux, from the three major ISMgas omponents. Dotted lines: from H2 following [73℄ (mean values), dashed lines: from HI following [70℄, dashed-dotted lines:from HII following [76℄, solid lines: total ux. Upper left : 10Æ <j b j< 20Æ, upper right : 20Æ <j b j< 60Æ, lower left : j b j> 60Æaveraging over all latitudes. Lower right : ux ratios between the omponents for j b j> 60Æ to 10Æ <j b j< 20Æ.Fig 9 top right panel) as opposed to [70℄, ompensates for its suggested higher density on the disk [71℄ (see Fig. 9 topleft panel). Reently [115℄ has also shown the importane of the unertainties of the gas models and espeially thatof the XCO fator, suggesting as we do that the unertainties in the H2 gas distribution are the greatest (see relevantdisussion of [115℄).The inreased number of target nulei in the gas models [71, 72, 74℄, results in the need of a faster esape of CRnulei from the Galaxy, in order not to overprodue seondaries. This will then inrease the di�usion oeÆientnormalization to keep the same B/C ux ratio. Therefore e� would propagate to larger distanes from the Galatidisk, resulting in a 10% inrease of the observed IC ux, as well as to an e�et on the �0 and bremsstrahlungomponents.A possible way to reonile an inreased number of target nulei in the ISM gas would be to derease the thiknessof the di�usion halo. That is shown in Table II where we show the e�ets of interplaying the gas distribution and thethikness of the di�usion halo. Our model \KRA1-20 Bronf" represents our thinnest di�usion halo with the highestISM gas assumption, whih an not be onsidered in tension with any data. Yet the reverse ase, of a thik halo witha low ISM gas (\KRA10-20 NS low") tends to under-predit the -ray spetra at low latitudes. Finally, the extremeases of a very thin di�usion halo and a low ISM gas assumption (\KRA1-20 NS low"), or a high ISM gas in a thikdi�usion halo (\KRA10-20 Bronf"), while an still predit the �p ux in good agreement to the data, are in systematitension with the -ray uxes by either systematially under-prediting them or systematially over-prediting them.Thus a ombined analysis of CRs and -rays as is ours an probe the unertainties in the large sale gas distributions,whih when using only CR information, are large, espeially for the H2 gas.
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FIG. 11: CR proton ux pro�le at E = 10 GeV (at steady state) as a funtion of r for given z (left) and as a funtion of z forgiven r (right). In \Bronf" we use the model of [74℄ for H2 and the model of [71, 72℄ for HI gas distributions. In \NS high",\NS mean" and \NS low" we use for H2 gas distribution, respetively, high, mean and low values of midplane density of [73℄,however they share the same HI gas distribution of [70℄.E. SNR DistributionSine in our study we use the -ray data above j b j> 10Æ we are not very sensitive to the SNR soure distribution.In partiular, we are poorly sensitive to the inner few kp, that are also hardly probed by diret observations of singlesoures. To study the signi�ane of the soure distribution in the inner part, we use three di�erent soure pro�lesas shown in Fig. 13. The Ferriere et al. [36℄ pro�le (\Soure A"), our referene assumption, is reovered from Type Iand Type II supernovae distribution models and is de�ned byfs(r; z) = 0:138e�(r�r�)=4:5�jzj=0:325+ �0:79e�(z=0:212)2 + 0:21e�(z=0:636)2�� 0:943e�(r2�r2�)=6:82 r > 3:7 kp+ �0:79e�(z=0:212)2 + 0:21e�(z=0:636)2�� 3:349e�(r�3:7)2=2:12 r < 3:7 kp: (14)The relative normalization of the two populations is based on the averaged ourrene frequenies of SNe Type Iand Type II in other galaxies [117, 118℄, while the spatial pro�les are based on the assumption that Type I have a
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FIG. 12: E�ets of hanging the models that desribe HI and H2 gas distributions on the -ray spetra in the sky regions of ourstudy. dotted lines: HI from [71, 72℄ and H2 from [74℄. solid lines: HI from [70℄ and H2 from [73℄, dashed lines: HI from [70℄and H2 from [73℄ inreased by 1 �, dashed-dotted lines: HI from [70℄ and H2 from [73℄, diminished by 1 �. In the lower rightpanel we show the relative di�erene between the �0 omponents predited by various gas assumptions and the one preditedby our referene model. Red : 10Æ <j b j< 20Æ, green: 20Æ <j b j< 60Æ and blue: j b j> 60Æ. The dotted lines are pratiallyoverlapping due to the H2 models of [74℄ and [73℄ having a similar vertial saling.

FIG. 13: SNR radial pro�les. Red : parametrization of [36℄ given in Eq. 14, green: disribed by Eq. 15 [116℄ and blue: given byEq. 16.



21distribution similar to that of old disk stars [119℄, while Type II (whih are the most frequent) are tightly orrelatedto the arms. Espeially in the inner 3.7 kp the pro�le of the Type II is orrelated to our Galaxy's pulsar distributionand thus sensitive to seletion e�ets.Also the distribution given in Eq. 15 has been used extensively in GALPROP [60, 116℄ as a onventional distributionfor SNRs. fs(r; z) = (r=r�)2:35 e�5:56(r�r�)=r�e�jzj=0:2; (15)This distribution parameterizations (\Soure B") omes from atual observations of galati SNe [120℄ with its detailedvalues being seleted to agree with the di�use uxes of analyzed EGRET -ray data [116, 121℄. As a result, thisparametrization has to be taken with some are, in partiular with respet to its predition on the inner parts of theGalaxy.Sine both parametrizations of [36℄ and [116℄ are least preditive towards the inner regions of the Galaxy, we studyalso a third parametrization desribed by \Soure C":fp(r; z) = �0:078 + 2:57e�(r=r�)4� e�jzj=0:2: (16)As is also shown in Fig. 13, this parametrization gives an almost onstant radial distribution in the inner 3 kp,while its averaged distribution at r > 5 kp is similar to that of \Soure A" and \Soure B", with its vertial behaviorbeing the same as that of \Soure B". Sine it is expeted that Type II SNe are orrelated to the spiral arms, andsine the inner few kp are populated by old stars, we use \Soure C" as a probe of the maximal e�et that theunertainties in the SNRs distribution ould have on the di�use -ray data analysis, rather than as an optimal modelfor SNRs. Yet as it an be seen from Table I and Fig. 14, where we plot the total -ray uxes for the three SNRmodels, \Soure C" indeed provides a better �t to the -ray data at low latitudes, that probe the inner parts of theGalaxy. That ould be an indiation that either \Soure A" and \Soure B", being onneted to observations, indeedunder-predit the \reent" SNR density towards the inner part of the Galaxy, or simply, as suggested in setion IVA,that unresolved point soures are present. Also hanging the gas assumption only in the inner few kp ould have ane�et. To probe suh unertainties a study inluding lower latitude regions toward the GC would be very well suited.F. pp-Collision -ray spetraIn Fig. 15 we show the �0 omponent of the di�use -ray ux at 10Æ <j b j< 20Æ using three di�erent parametrizationsfor the -ray spetra produed by pp ollisions. We larify that we all these spetra \�0 spetra" sine theirontribution to the -ray spetra is the dominant one, in all parameterizations. However also the -rays from thedeay hannels of other produed mesons suh as K�, K0, �, D�, D0 are taken into aount.As a referene parametrization we use that of Kamae et al. [122, 124℄ that was derived for the ross-setions ofdi�rative, non-di�rative and exitation of resonane proesses, based on simulation and experimental data on ppollisions. We ompare that parametrization to that from Kelner et al. [123℄ that was based on running SIBYLL [125℄simulations of pp ollisions and also to the -ray spetrum from our own Pythia (version 6.4) simulations [126℄. Forthe Kamae et al. parametrization we use the updated tables information [124℄ relevant to those of tables 2 and 3of [122℄ that are used in eq. 5-14 of [122℄. For the Kelner et al. parametrization [123℄ we used the information givenin eq. 58-61 of [123℄, while in our Pythia simulations we run pp ollisions with enter of mass energy from 2.33 GeVup to 7 TeV, with subsequent deay of all mesons and inluding �nal state radiation. We keep the information forthe 3D momenta of the �nal stable partiles, whih we re-boost to the proper observer frame (where a CR p hitsa pratially stable ISM p). We see that the -ray spetra, normalized at 10 GeV, agree well from 100 GeV downto energies of 1 GeV where it is expeted that the simulations from [123℄ and Pythia would be no longer reliable.Thus it is safe to say that unertainties in the -ray spetra produed by pp ollisions that ould be due to missingproesses in the parametrization of [122℄, are too small to have a strong impat on the onstraints imposed on theISM properties that we have desribed using the ombined CR and -ray spetra.V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONThe results of the analysis show that ombining the loal CR measurements, whih are rather powerful to onstrainthe loal averaged properties of propagation and soure/gas distribution, with the di�use gamma-ray uxes at inter-mediate and high latitudes in the energy range urrently overed by Fermi, an be useful in giving some onstraints
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FIG. 14: Gamma-ray uxes assuming di�erent models for the SNR distribution. Plots refer to the di�erent sky regions of ourstudy. For eah SNR model we re�t the di�usion parameters, as is shown in Table I. Dotted lines: Soure A of Eq. 14 [36℄,dashed lines: Soure B of Eq. 15 [116℄, dashed-dotted lines: Soure C of Eq. 16.

FIG. 15: The di�use �0 omponent of the ux using the Kamae et al. [122℄ parametrization for pp ollisions vs that from [123℄and Pythia runs. Red solid : Kamae et al. parametrization. Blue dotted : using [123℄ and blue dashed : its di�erene from the[122℄. Green dashed-dotted : using Pythia, and green dashed-dotted-dotted-dotted its di�erene from the [122℄. We normalizethe �0 uxes at 10 GeV.



23also on the global galati parameters. We have tested a large subset of the benhmark models seleted to depitrather diverse settings for modeling propagation and the ISM. While many of these models provide a good �t to boththe CR and the -ray data, still there are a few senarios that our analysis an disfavor.In partiular, we have studied rather extreme limits on CR di�usion galati pro�les, ranging from essentiallyonstant di�usion oeÆient everywhere in the Galaxy, down to exponentially suppressed vertial and radial pro�leswith 1 kp sale hight and 5 kp radial sale. The ombined �t of CRs and -rays suggests a slight preferene forthiker di�usion zones, while there is a weak dependene on the variation of the di�usion oeÆient in the radialdiretion, whih is however better probed and onstrained by the antiproton spetrum. While this result is notonlusive, it suggests a trend that better statistis and smaller systematis on the -ray spetra (soon to ome) willlead in testing spei� models for the position dependene of the di�usion oeÆient D(r; z) of CRs in the Galaxy.The high statistis measurements of the loal ux of radioative isotopes by AMS-02 [127℄, plaed on the InternationalSpae Station, will add further information on the vertial thikness of the di�usion region, possibly allowing to breakthe degeneray between thiker regions of emissivity populated by CRs di�using out of the galati disk and exotisoures with an intrinsially thiker sale height, suh as from DM.Moreover, the urrent di�use -ray spetra an disriminate (and even onstrain) pro�les for the ISM gasses. BeforeFermi-LAT -ray data, in order to plae onstraints on the ISM properties, the seondary to primary CR spetra wereused, with the best measured data sets oming from B/C and �p=p. Yet, with only the CR data as a handle, a variationof the large sale gasses distributions ould almost always be ompensated by hanging the di�usion properties (mainlythe normalization of the di�usion oeÆient). By exploiting the -ray di�use uxes above j b j> 10Æ and ombiningthem with the CR data, we have shown that we an atually break the degeneray between di�usion and ISM gasdistribution. In fat, thanks to the expeted improvement both in statistis and systematis errors of the -ray datafrom Fermi-LAT, and even more with the CR spetral data up to Fe from 0.1 GeV/n to at least 100 GeV/n fromAMS-02, we an be optimisti in further onstraining the properties of the ISM gas distributions, within the next fewyears. 4On the other hand, we also �nd that CR and -ray data do not onstrain strongly the di�usion spetral index Æwithin the range we onsidered.Furthermore, we have disussed the impliations from the reently found rigidity break in the protons and He CRspetra [37℄ (on�rmed also by [38℄). We have addressed the possibility of disriminating whether the break is in theinjetion spetrum (onneted to either aeleration e�ets in the soures, or to the presene of an extra population ofprimary soures injeting CRs with harder spetra) or in the energy dependene of the di�usion oeÆient. We havefound that the galati di�use -rays annot be used to this aim, neither with the urrent nor with the near futureprojeted auray of the spetra, leaving this task to other observables, suh as antiprotons as suggested by [111℄.As a �nal remark, we have shown that our analysis is robust with respet to unertainties in the parameterizationof the -ray spetra produed in pp ollisions.Having ahieved with these results a better understanding of the ontributions of the astrophysial omponents tothe di�use -rays, a natural appliation will be to plae limits on a possible exoti ontribution to the high latitude-ray ux. Our forthoming analysis devoted to the searh for a DM signal will be of partiular relevane in thisrespet. AknowledgmentsWe warmly thank T. Kamae and H. Lee for sharing with us their up-to-date parameterization of spetra resultingfrom pp interations. We are also thankful to M. Boezio, G. Dobler, D. Gaggero, S. Leah, P. D. Serpio and N. Weinerfor valuable disussions we have shared. LM aknowledges support from the State of Hamburg, through the Collabora-tive Researh program \Conneting Partiles with the Cosmos" within the framework of the LandesExzellenzInitiative(LEXI). Appendix A: Synhrotron losses of CR eletronsCosmi Ray eletrons as they propagate in the Galaxy, lose energy via synhrotron and bremsstrahlung radiation,and by up-sattering low energy photons to higher energies (as X-rays or -rays) or by ionization losses inside gasses.Adiabati losses an also be important inside expanding SNRs but do not matter when CRs are onsidered free to4 Smaller sale features are muh better probed by synhrotron data, as for example has reently been done in [128℄.
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FIG. 16: Ratio of the energy loss rate of 1 GeV(top left), 10 GeV (top right) and 100 GeV (bottom) eletrons due to synhrotronradiation to the total energy loss rate.di�usively propagate in the interstellar medium (and not inside some expanding volume of matter). Above energiesof several GeVs, e� energy losses via inverse Compton sattering and synhrotron radiation beome most important,while at lower energies and denser ISM environments bremsstrahlung and ionization an dominate.As we have desribed in setion II B, we expet a orrelation between the large sale pro�le of the galati B-�eldsand that of CR di�usion. Yet, in this work, for simpliity we have hosen to keep a spei� parametrization ofthe B-�eld as given in eq. 8 (following WMAP [51℄), while hanging the di�usion oeÆient's pro�le desribed byeq. 9. Suh a simpli�ation is possible sine the B-�eld assumptions in our ode an inuene only the synhrotronemissivity alulations, whih are not presented here and are left for future work, and the synhrotron energy lossesof CR eletrons. The latter are subdominant at all energies and positions of the Galaxy with respet to the energylosses due to up-sattering CMB, infrared and optial photons, or bremsstrahlung radiation, by at least a fator of 3for typial values of galati magneti �elds. For the magneti �eld that we used in this paper, we show in Fig. 16the ratio of synhrotron energy losses rate to the total energy losses rate for eletrons of E = 1, 10 and 100 GeV.As an be seen, the synhrotron energy losses are in no part of the Galaxy, dominant, aounting at most up to22% of the total eletron energy losses at 100 GeV, loally. The synhrotron radiation losses are more important atvery high energies, where the ICS losses due to optial and infrared photons up-sattering beome less eÆient as theKlein-Nishina ross-setion dereases away from the Thomson ross-setion value. Also, far away from the galatidisk, synhrotron radiation losses (whih sale with the square of the magneti �eld strength) drop beause of theexponential derease of the B-�eld (eq. 8), while the energy losses due to CMB up-sattering remain the same.Therefore, we an treat the e�ets of the magneti �elds on di�usion and on energy losses to a good approximationseparately. Appendix B: Impat of a 2D vs a 3D ISM gas distribution on the di�use -ray spetraThe Fermi-LAT � 1Æ angular resolution (for energies above few GeV), allows to trae in some detail the morphologyof the -ray emissivity assoiated to the gas in the Galaxy. Thus one an use a 3-dimensional ISM gas distributionto ompare to the -ray data. In this paper we have instead used 2-dimensional spatially smoothed gas distributions,whih does not aount for any of the small-sale features in the -ray maps.
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FIG. 17: Gamma-ray spetra for the 3 regions of interest using the 3D formalism in DRAGON.Yet, our goal has not been to study or interpret these strutures, but rather the larger sale properties of the Galaxy,that are inorporated in the -ray spetra measured in the very wide angular windows that we use. To illustrate theminimal impat on our analysis of having averaged out the small-sale features, we onsider our referene propagationmodel and alulate in the three regions: 0Æ < l < 360Æ, 10Æ <j b j< 20Æ / 20Æ <j b j< 60Æ / j b j> 60Æ, the di�use-ray spetra using a 3D model for the HI and H2 gas, equivalent to the 2D referene model; results are shown inFig. 17 and should be ompared to those in Fig. 2 obtained under the same on�guration for osmi-ray propagationbut with the 2D gas model.The di�erenes in the �0 and the bremsstrahlung (relevant for ISM gas) are at the 10% level, in the three parts ofthe sky that we study. This is most learly seen in Fig. 18, where we show the normalized di�erenes in using the 2Dand the 3D gas distributions.These results are well within the auray needed for our analysis, in whih we have studied models of HI and H2gas distributions that an di�er by up to 30% in their predition of the �0 and bremsstrahlung di�use uxes (Fig. 10bottom right).The total galati di�use model preditions between the 2D and the 3D ases are atually less than 5%, as thereare ompensations between the di�erent omponents. Furthermore, given that in deriving our physial onlusions weuse the �2 analysis arried between the total -ray Fermi uxes and the total -ray predited uxes, whih inludethe EGBR and point soures, the impat of using a 2D ISM gas model is minimal. Finally using our 3D ISM gasmodel, we have heked that the ontribution from the "Fermi Bubbles" [22℄ (that we do not inlude expliitly) in thewindows of 0Æ < l < 360Æ is of roughly the same magnitude as the numerial unertainties in alulating the -rayuxes.[1℄ N. Gehrels and P. Mihelson, Astropartile Physis 11, 277 (1999).
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